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The coronavirus epidemic has provided us 
a teachable moment in how to run a health-
care system. Dealing with this pandemic has 
required near- wartime levels of health system 
reconfiguration and reinvention—often with 
heroic effort and unprecedented commitment 
of resources. By the time this pandemic is over, 
we will have learnt much about how to manage 
the next one.1 2 Innovations in contact tracing, 
vaccine engineering, accelerated research 
translation through open science and in public 
health interventions will all make managing a 
future pandemic easier.

Our problem is that the next crisis will not 
be like the last one. Indeed, it is not hard to 
imagine a future where the health system 
suffers shock after shock from climate change- 
triggered mass events like floods and fires, to 
new pandemics, and social and geopolitical 
unrest. If it took a heroic response to get us 
through COVID-19, how could a health system 
survive many such challenges and in short 
order? Even resilient systems eventually frac-
ture under repeated stress.

Somehow, we will need to engineer a health 
system that can bend and stretch its resources 
and capabilities, quickly and repeatedly. Like 
a chameleon, it will need to reconfigure to 
different contexts, never having a ‘true’ shape. 
It will be liminal, defined by the potential 
behaviours it could exhibit. We might call this 
a ‘turbulence system’—one purpose- designed 
to operate across a wide variety of conditions 
and to efficiently and effectively reconfigure 
itself to meet different demands.3 Turbulence 
systems would recognise threatening system 
shocks as early as possible to provide time to 
reconfigure and will deploy a range of strate-
gies to first prepare for, and then ride out, a 
system- wide shock.

How will a turbulence system in healthcare 
function? If it were an immune system, it would 
rely on antibodies to respond to those patho-
gens it has seen before. When faced with a 

novel threat, non- specific immune responses 
hold the fort until such antibodies are devel-
oped. It is the same for a turbulence system. A 
new pandemic will largely be dealt with using 
the infrastructure and know- how built for the 
previous one. Other shocks, however, may 
require new ideas and new tools.

This dynamic balancing between precom-
mitted resources using pre- emptively designed 
strategies with just- in- time strategies to handle 
novel situations is a familiar one. In health 
informatics, the tools we use are drawn from 
a continuum of general- purpose technolo-
gies which focus on communication, through 
to highly designed digital systems crafted to 
support well- understood tasks.4 When at its 
best, our day- to- day work blends the use of tools 
like electronic records and decision support 
systems to deal with the expected, and a range 
of generalist tools like voice and text commu-
nication to deal with novelty, complexity and 
inefficiency.

So, what generalist tools and strategies might 
a turbulence- ready health system adopt? The 
first tranche are tools that aggregate and analyse 
data at every stage of a system shock, from early 
warning to finale. If we are to make decisions 
under uncertainty, then access to high- quality 
data that can convert the unknown to the known 
will be critical.5 Data sharing is essential—a 
feature of the early stages of the COVID-19 
pandemic was a deep asymmetry of distribu-
tion and quality of pandemic data when some 
nations had few cases and others struggled to 
cope. The many technical, privacy, ethical and 
commercial barriers to capturing and sharing 
clinical data sets remain formidable, whether 
at the level of health service, region, nation or 
globally. If we are to shock- proof our national 
health systems, we must accelerate our data 
capture and sharing efforts.

Managing data synthesis and interpreta-
tion is also challenging. The COVID-19 Living 
Evidence Project had indexed about 160 000 
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peer- reviewed publications by the end of May 2021.6 Manual 
analysis of such a volume of science, of varying provenance 
and quality, with much duplication and reuse of the same 
patient data, has stretched our sense- making capacity. Auto-
mated tools will eventually do the bulk of this evidence 
synthesis using methods from artificial intelligence. System-
atic reviews will be automated7 8; clinical trial and obser-
vational data will be analysed on the fly,9 answering both 
patient- specific questions as well as issues of policy, public 
health and system configuration, often in real time. We will 
synthesise quantitative and qualitative data, and this data 
fusion will have to accommodate a variety of data types 
including measurements, text, speech and images.10

While we cannot predict all the questions that will be 
asked of us, we must be prepared to quickly find the answers. 
This task cannot be solved by automation alone, especially 
when system shocks present novel challenges. Coalitions 
of humans and machines will come together physically 
or virtually at interagency ‘fusion centres’ to overcome 
compartmentalisation.11 This will permit us to synthesise 
different streams of emerging evidence, ask critical ques-
tions, simulate possible scenarios, formulate strategies, and 
deploy people and resources. Achieving this will require an 
integrated and sophisticated communication infrastructure. 
The command structure that governs this will have aspects of 
top- down and bottom- up control, but will most likely need a 
flexible middle- out approach.12

Highly specific strategies will complement these general 
ones. Rapid system reconfiguration and surge capacity 
will require a rapid response infrastructure to be in place. 
The emergence of mRNA technologies and the capacity to 
rapidly design and produce novel vaccines or other mole-
cules may be among the greatest rapid- response gifts of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.13 Machine learning and other artifi-
cial intelligence methods will help optimise resource alloca-
tion across health services, predicting patient demand and 
identifying spare capacity.14 Traditionally backroom systems 
for supply- chain management become front- line weapons in 
a crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic is as much a story about 
early failures to manufacture, secure and deploy appro-
priate personal protective equipment and ventilators, as it 
is of panic buying of foodstuffs and consumer goods. We 
have much to learn from companies like Amazon on how 
to manage supply lines and shift supplies to where they are 
most needed as early as possible.15 We also need informa-
tion systems to quickly identify functionally equivalent prod-
ucts or services that are substitutable or reconfigurable in a 
time of crisis, from finding spare hospital beds that can be 
used for intensive care patients to computer chips to build 
urgently needed devices. We also need to know how to make 
technologies interoperate ‘just enough’ to work together, 
even when they are built to different standards.

This may all seem too hard and not worth the price. Engi-
neering a turbulence- ready health system will push our 
understanding of engineering complex adaptive systems 
and require new investment into an already resource- 
stretched sector. As memories of COVID-19 begin to fade, 
the desire to return to ‘normal’ will be strong. However, we 

do not have that luxury. Climate change looms over us all. 
New pandemics are certain. Global financial and geopolit-
ical uncertainty is increasing. Old political allegiances are 
fracturing. If we wish to flourish or even just make do in 
this emerging reality, we will need to do more than create 
a learning health system that learns from the past. We must 
build a health system prepared to face that which cannot be 
foreseen.
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